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Ace Toronto Discussion Notes: January 30, 2016
Being ace in sex ed: what we remember and what we wish we'd known

6 attendees (it's relevant that attendees were women and non-binary people who all experienced sex ed as “girls”)
cw: discussion of sexual contact, genitals, sexual violence & childhood sexual violence etc.

What sex ed was like in high schools and elementary schools
 puberty & scientific aspects of reproductive system
 often better info in middle school (up to grade 8) than in high school
 (cis) hetero-focus (not even needing named as straight-- just taken-for-granted “normal”)
 for procreation in the context of marriage for Catholic schools and some others
 one all-girl school only had 2 class sessions (and not until at age 16)
 most schools separated “girls” and “boys” (completely ciscentric and M/F only)

◦ girls got descriptions of menstrual products and how sex is bad
 about the science, with plastic models and drawn images (like penis flaccid and “with blood”)
 info re: sperm and egg... (but how does it get there?) OR graphic porn videos without warning

◦ how does a baby happen (not talked about, learned from parents by books instead)
 most schools had “Mr. Woody” for (sometimes compulsory) condom practice
 progressive school:

◦ had a Disney slide show
◦ many types of birth control (but still no dental dams), and still hetero-focused

▪ learning about dental dams kind of a rite of passage for LGBQ women coming out (after teenhood)
◦ ways of saying no (about the most about consent of any of the schools)

Strong compulsory heterosexuality
 strong push of hetero (regardless of what people want)
 strong push of sexualisation (people will do it eventually)

And people responding:
 by doing unwanted hetero relationships without “feeling it” (just doing hetero sexual/romantic relationships 

without wanting the sex part... but maybe doing it anyway)
 by feeling alienated and not understanding when people were doing sex stuff as teens (that's so early! 

Why would anyone want to do that!)-- not realising that wanting to have sex is a thing
◦ discovering aceness made it easier to deal with sex stuff (i.e., friends being into sex)

Often Mixed-Messages:
 Don't have sex! It will ruin your life! End of the world and you'll be a slut! Now, put this condom on the 

model! (and no choice to opt out of condom practice)
 And when your boyfriend wants it, you have to do it.

 Gay isn't a thing (not talked about at all, and when one student comes out, she's vilified)
 The gays are in Toronto and Edmonton but not here! (and all over age 30-- it's not something that teens in 

the smaller towns)
◦ and “gay” as the only thing other than cishet “normal”

▪ no discussion of anything else, not identities, not about gender (so people didn't know)

Learning about consent & bodies, sex from parents (mostly mothers) and books & videos
 “Are You There God? It's Me, Margaret.” by Judy Blume, 1970 (menstruation)
 “Private Zone: A Book Teaching Children About Sexual Assault” by Francis Dayee, 1983 (here)
 “It's O.K. To Say No” by Robin Lenett & Bob Crane, 1985 (here)
 given a Christian book that parents hadn't read that talked about how a woman should “prepare herself” 

physically (with fingers) for “penetration by a man”
 other children's books dealing with sex:

◦ big deal: “go read it and come talk to me when you get to the part and you'll know when”
◦ always just there with children's books explaining about bodies and sex, like other books

 educational videos of sperm and eggs, or of not knowing about being pregnant
 parents showing porn videos or magazines (creepy & inappropriate)

https://openlibrary.org/books/OL2610414M/It's_O.K._to_say_no!
https://openlibrary.org/books/OL9643934M/Private_Zone
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Are_You_There_God?_It's_Me,_Margaret.
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Reactions to learning about sex (from parents):
 upset
 rejecting it and being told that “you might/will feel differently later when you're older”
 knew about sex (from parents or schools) but didn't know it was connected to making babies

◦ sex was portrayed as something bad that adults did to children to be avoided
◦ idea that adult men are (often) creepy predators who do bad things to children

 not knowing about what sex meant or that it involves movement or anything like an orgasm (i.e., insert, 
then the sperm changes bodies, then it's done)

Very gendered (and ciscentric) discussion of masturbation & orgasms
 masturbation & orgasms were something for their boys with their penises
 not something talked about at all with girls (or girls pathologised outright and silenced)

◦ didn't know that masturbation was possible for “girls” (people without penises) and finding out from a 
book in a library (parents won't talk about it)

◦ masturbated since young childhood (but strongly pathologised and shamed by parents)

Compulsory sexuality messages & teachers setting up teens sexual violence via gendered messages
(especially without any discussion of sexual orientation and gender identity info)

 telling girls they shouldn't want or do it and shame them for any sex, but if you boyfriend wants it you have 
to do it

 telling boys to ask girlfriend and she has to say yes
 everyone: not a “real teen” (and later adult) if you aren't having sex

◦ virgin-shaming from teachers and peers
◦ always-there, constant pressure (like brainwashing)

▪ teens responding by planning to lose virginity and not caring who it's by
▪ several people ended up in abusive relationships that way

Not having access to information about asexuality or gender
 hiding feelings & putting off dealing with those feelings (forced forgetting, not exploring, etc.)
 identity not really talked about at all
 coming out as a trans man or high-anxiety switching between extreme gender presentations trying to find 

something that works because not knowing about non-binary people and identities
 social pressure enforcing gendered standards dress and what's considered “appropriate”
 finding the very few words and trying to make them fit because it's something

◦ gay; “tomboy”, later on “trans man”
◦ searching on early internet chatrooms
◦ the words just literally didn't exist yet for many things (e.g., asexuality in its ace meaning, non-binary, 

etc.)
◦ it was magical to stumble onto the relatively few LGBTQ+ words that we could find

 Information now so much more available for young people in high school via the internet
◦ probably very different for students now
◦ what will it be like in 20 years?

Missing from sex ed (that people would have wanted)
 stuff about consent
 discussions about relationships and desire (i.e., what do people want? What are possibilities?-- not just 

“sex” or about physical bodies)
 anything about sexual orientation and gender (LGBTQ+ stuff missing)

◦ teachers could be explicitly barred from teaching that stuff

Why sex ed is important for aces:
 to have the knowledge for others
 to have the knowledge for self for safety reasons and to know what's going on
 so other people would have the knowledge
 would have really liked it and found it useful if it had dealt with things like consent, relationships, sexual 

orientation and gender identity like it should have
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Resources re: Aceness & Sex Ed
 Ace Toronto Resources:

◦ how talking about ace stuff contributes to LGBTQ+ positive comprehensive sex ed (workshop notes)
◦ ace stuff in “sex-positive” / LGBTQ+ spaces workshop slides

▪ sex positivity that emphasises it's okay to not want sex just as much as it's okay to want sex, that 
doesn't equate “empowerment” with having sex, and that is critical of compulsory sexuality

 External Resources: 
◦ An Educator's Guide to Asexuality (includes some sex-ed stuff):
◦ Educator's Answer Guide which includes the question "I'm asexual, why do I need sex-ed?"

What's in the curriculum now?
 Ontario: Overview here. Grades 1-8 here. Grades 9-12 here.

◦ There's also the Accepting Schools Act (info here and overview here).
 Alberta with the New NDP government making GSA's mandatory to accept in all schools

◦ using gender-neutral language (“parent” / “guardian”) and lots of resistance for small changes
 It's a lot better on paper (but that doesn't mean that's how it's actually going to be taught) & still a way to go
 Power of teachers within classrooms and Principals despite curriculum (there's what they're supposed to 

be doing and what is actually happening)

Still current climate of “no gay zone” in some places and intense homophobia
 as in, everything stops when two people of visibly same gender hold hands in public
 some small town are welcoming because everyone knows the 1 or 2 kids (or adults) and it's just accepted 

as the way it is
 some are terribly not accepting (and taken-for-granted the “gay” isn't here)

◦ public outing and harassment
 e.g., when KD Lang came out as lesbian, they left her name on the sign of her small town in Alberta, but 

when she spoke out against meat, her parents had to move away

“Sex Ed” and “Gender Education” for us... in practice
 Learning about possibilities of gender and sexual orientation from problematic media and role models, etc.,

but that's all that was available and they were important because of that (and some were more problematic 
than others):
◦ “To Wong Foo Thanks For Everything” (1995)
◦ “Adventures of Priscilla Queen of the Desert” (1994)
◦ David Bowie (celebrated for musical & gender influence; condemned for perpetrating sexual violence)

▪ very recently deceased
◦ Pretty Little Liars (books) (teen lesbian content)
◦ Degrassi (Toronto TV show: teen lesbian, gay, bi and later tiny bit of pan and trans content)
◦ RuPaul
◦ drag queens (and later drag kings, but less access to drag kings)

▪ drag can be very problematic (often racist, misogynist, transmisogynist) especially when done by 
cis people (“for fun”)

▪ but it's also not uncommon for drag to be a possibility for some trans people to begin exploring 
their gender presentation (sometimes the only / safest option)

Need more space to be able to appreciate positive things and simultaneously critique negative things
 for the media and role models we can find (above) that speaks to any aspects of our experiences 

(especially when that's all we have)
 same principle applies to asexuality researchers like Brotto & Bogaert that have been highly celebrated by 

ace community for doing research that acknowledges that aces exist

◦ CAMH gender clinic stuff and their support of Zucker & his methods (e.g., this petition)

Aceness gives a reason for not being into sex
 but why should you need a reason (people shouldn't have to be ace to be allowed to be not into sex)
 many aces aren't into sex, but some are
 But the “aces can still have sex” thing means that aces still chastised for not being into sex (recent local 

example of harassment)

http://bessibel.tumblr.com/post/137518862527/rotten-zucchinis-bessibel-lori-brotto
https://acetoronto.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/workshop-notes-for-asexuality-and-sex-ed_june-2014.pdf
http://www.whatisasexuality.com/educators/answers%20
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RuPaul
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Degrassi_(franchise)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pretty_Little_Liars
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0109045/
http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0114682/
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/safeschools/acceptSafe.html
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/teachers/safeschools.html
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/curriculum/secondary/health.html
http://www.edu.gov.on.ca/eng/curriculum/elementary/health.html
https://www.ontario.ca/page/sex-education-ontario
http://www.whatisasexuality.com/educators/guide/
https://acetoronto.files.wordpress.com/2015/04/asexuality_pride-group_slides-april-2015.pdf
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Our role in educating parents and others
 some come to understand after a while
 some come to explore their own identities too sometimes

◦ older generation of “go gay for” but hetero marriage is still what you did (mostly mothers)

Reactions to sex and romance in mainstream media

Positive reactions / finding resonance in aceness via Ryerson Students' 2014 documentary “Rated X” that 
interviewed some people from Ace Toronto and some other local aces.

Discussion of non-romantic relationships, romantic relationships, QP relationships
 no behaviours or actions are inherently “romantic” (and things can feel different to different people)

◦ can have strong feelings of love and affection that aren't romantic
◦ romantic feelings aren't inherently “more” or “more intense” or “superior” to non-romantic love

▪ amatonormativity
◦ Queerplatonic / Quirkyplatonic / Quasiplatonic relationships are relationships that are not romantic 

relationships but also don't fit the “friendship” box properly for whatever reason (big umbrella category)
 sometimes people feel differently toward each other in significant relationships (whether “romantic” or QP 

relationships, or friendships) and it can still work
◦ Can still be on the same page
◦ Can still work-- talk about it (maybe a changing process of navigating and negotiating)

◦ Caveat: it's not necessary to share everything with someone just because they are a partner (still 
important to have your own boundaries) so if it's not useful to disclose or talk about something, you 
don't have to

 QP resources:

◦ checklist as a possible starting point for conversation about QP relationships (here)

◦ “Queerplatonic Primer” resource about QP relationships (here to print; here to read at a computer)

http://aromanticaardvark.tumblr.com/post/44655392052/aromanticplatonicqueerplatonic-dating-checklist
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WaifqSq93kM
https://www.sendspace.com/file/qzdoib
https://acezinearchive.wordpress.com/ace-zine-list/101-informational-zines/queerplatonic-primer/

